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Listening to the Land II                      1st - 4th May 
2006

Report of the Workshop Process

Introduction

On the Morning of 2nd May 25 workshop participants gathered in a marquee on the 
"Dancing Green" in the Dunes, in the central area of "The Magic Triangle" in order to 
"Listen to the Land" over three days. The workshop process was facilitated by Margaret 
Colquhoun of the Life Science Trust, who, together with Wolodymyr Radysh and Lothar 
Haasis of Camphill Architects, were engaged by Duneland Ltd to conduct a community 
participation process as a first step in Master Planning for the Duneland Development.

Listening to the Land as a Participative Process of Meditative Learning

We base this process of learning on Goethe’s scientific methodology. John W. v. Goethe 
was born (1749) at a time when science was beginning to become the norm after 
approximately 200 years of striving. Before the Renaissance it was still possible for most 
people to have an experience of the Divine within Nature. The first maps were under 
penned as a picture of the body of Christ; it was forbidden to dissect the human body as 
it was regarded as an aspect of the Divine : the course of the stars (and the King’s court) 
were described in a way that showed they mimicked the relationship of all the subsidiary 
spiritual beings to God (like the sun in the centre). It is hard for us to imagine this today. 
It was hard for a creative and spiritual personality such as Goethe to go along with the 
modern trend of emerging objectivity in science or natural philosophy. He experienced 
there was a Divine Source of all Existence and that this was accessible to the human 
being who housed that self-same Divinity within him/herself. His quest was to school 
oneself as a tool of perception to the Divine in matter. The subjective self becomes first 
an organ of apprehension and then, as listening progresses “I” decrease in importance 
as “thou“ speak and ultimately art within me. Einstein says this “Becoming one with” is 
common to all great lovers, great scientists and great artists. It is something we all have 
in common and (as love) in its fullest sense is the foundation of the world and our lost 
capacity of relating to it.

The journey embarked upon then, in such a path is that of learning to love the 
other (non-human) being – to recognise its essential nature and thereby to honour it. I let 
go of my subjectivity through diving deeply within the other, who then begins to speak 
within me, within my subject. Each of us will hear it slightly differently but, because it is 
and can only be true to itself, I will recognise in other people their meeting with that same 
being.

This is the source of CONSENSUS. It is the true communion of man. Common 
union = being at one with.

As Dorothy said – “If you don’t agree go back within “. This is identical with 
“Listening to the Land” although the starting point is a polar opposite. If you don’t agree 
go back within - in this case within Nature but also within oneself and question "have I 
taken this path and my meditative capacity seriously"?

Workshop participants introduced themselves briefly and then set off on a silent walk.
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Workshop Participants were:

Howard - from Gaia Architects picking up the baton of Master Planning after 
this workshop.

Elfi - Feng Shui Consultant working with the Gaia group in Germany
Cornelia - Duneland Director living in Findhorn Community
Mary - "Build One" Builders based in Findhorn Park and interested in 

participatory process
Gelda - Interested in listening process.  Her constituency group 

are angels, divas and nature spirits.
Mo - Findhorn Village local inhabitant
Wolodymyr - Helping to facilitate the process  - Camphill Architects, Aberdeen
Craig - Duneland Director, lives in Barrel cluster
Joan - Duneland Director living in the Field
Sally - Youth Listener Convenor - fascinated by process
Sam - Second Youth representative
Christopher - Findhorn Foundation management, ex Director of Duneland Ltd.  

Interested in trees
Barbara - Lives in Forres. New Findhorn Association Councillor
Davina - Lived in Findhorn Village for 14 years, loves the Dunes landscape;

keen on tree planting; Trustee of Dunes Trust
Patrick - Asset manager of Findhorn Foundation. Interested in good 

relationships between what happens here and Park
Don - Title Holders Association - represents landowners
Durten - Runs Cullerne Garden - interested in integration of agriculture
Elizabeth - Findhorn Foundation and on Duneland Board and N.F.D., the 

Foundation's trading arm. Is old Community Member
Margot - Poet and story teller - represents bardic tradition and ancestral 

dreaming
Kathleen - Gardener in the Park garden - represents concern and integration.

Park garden is area all around all the housing and caravans
Jacqui - No longer in Community Council is now representing herself 
and others. She's coming because she loves this place - "it's my 
land" - and she feels it in her heart.
Alan - Representing group of people wanting to have a co - housing 

Project. They are looking at Pine Ridge West. He is also involved in 
the John Muir Trust, where overarching desire is to let the land 

speak for itself. 
Bill - Managing Director of Duneland Ltd. His agenda is to help the 

community to find the right use for the land.
Lothar - Camphill Architects - helping to create a first picture for Howard to 

take further
Margaret - Goethean Scientist and facilitator of such processes in Communities 

all over the U.K. wanting to look at their own land.

Silent Walk to "Meet the Land Listening with the Heart"
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Silent walk
A silent walk led by Christopher was undertaken during the morning. This went “on and 
off the map” in order to experience the Dunes land in a wider context. In a landscape the 
border does not usually have an abrupt edge – even in a walled garden one can see 
over the wall, the sun shines in and the rain falls. We need to pay attention to our context 
– in the world, in Britain, in the directions of the compass, wind, sun, rain etc.. So we 
walked with the view in mind, awareness of seas, of mountains etc. as well as what is 
under our feet. We walked in silence and on our return, each person spent 5 minutes 
creating a mood map in colour, and we then shared our first impressions of meeting the 
Dunes out of the wider context. 
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The first impressions one receives on meeting a place (or a person) “as if for the 
first time” can often be very important and meaningful. The experience can be deepened 
if one discourages thinking and allows an “open hearted feeling” to be the organ of 
perception. This is a “seeing with the heart”, which children do automatically and which 
has become very difficult for most adults. The aim of this exercise was to get us beyond 
our head – thinking into a heartfelt seeing of the land we were about to get to know.

Sharing First Impressions of Silent Walk - "Listening with the Heart"

Elizabeth - View of Morvern from High Dune Ridge reminded her of the 
alignment of the Universal Hall with Morvern that was so important in the building of the 
Hall.   This still matters.
Davina - On the High Dune Ridge the view was breathtaking compared with 
gardens, which were colour supplementish!
Barbara - It was a walk down memory lane for her as she used to live in 
Cullerne House.  Aware of fragmentation, uncared for areas and dumps of rubbish.
Gelda - Dunes an area of natural strong radiance. This part of the Dunes is 
like a natural Temple of the stars - strong path of radiance from the hall to the sea. The 
airstrip cuts across this like a block. Delicate earth radiance up the side.
Sam - No special feelings - wants to build a castle
Sally - Felt grey and brought a black mood in here but the gorse was 
happy. Humans need to tread lightly on the land.
Joan - Felt irritated and disconnected with lots of thoughts. Doesn't know if 
the land has a consciousness and doesn't know if she can hear it. Wants more water.
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Craig - Everything is moving - natural regeneration. Cuts are out of context. 
Happy at young pines growing. "In your face" settlement is like a knot . Out here is 
peace.
Christopher - Big strokes of contextual landscape. Complexity of humans.  
Affected by mess.  Universal Hall and Hill in Dunes seen as 2 centres.
Mo - Texture of landscape as walking important Don't plant pine trees in 
tubes!! Struck by springiness of gorse and hardness of Cullerne with hard paths. 
Boundaries and boxes everywhere.
Wolo - Aware of thresholds  - pockets very protective here in Dunes - 
feeling of serenity and peace.  Views of sea very expansive contrasting with intimacy of a 
runway going nowhere.
Mary - Depressed at clutter. loads of fences and piles of wire. Fragment of 
a gravestone felt like sign of disrespect. Plants modulate the space and soften 
everything. Fragrant smell of gorse is holding. Very tiny plants an expression of spirit. 
Being on the road she was shocked at the impact.
Cornelia - A physically hard walk. Felt very happy - in touch with love in and of 
the land. Problem of Shamballa. Views across bay. Love and care round houses and 
castles.
Elfi  - Lot of emotions - in dunes are 2 very strong and holy places - made 
her feel we are not allowed to intervene here. Strong energy from earth and also from 
heaven.
Howard - Boundaries felt all the time.  Routes are very strong - to beach 
natural and resolved. Fences produced anger - wanted calm transitions.
Margaret - High dune ridge very special experience in contrast to the rest of the 
park - similar in some ways to the feelings on the bay but more intense and holy.
Lothar  - Strong contrast in scale - open landscape of Dunes and then 
miniature scale around Community. Different ages of Park and efforts of Community 
visible in the production of boundaries and contradictions. Where is the entrance? - it's 
random how one comes in.
Bill - Overwhelming feeling on this expansive walk was of how small the 
triangle is. Felt happy on the Dunes - warmth and enclosure in spaces. Sea - calm. At 
entrance felt warmth. Field of Dreams were like stick houses. Back of Hall like a trumpet. 
Felt drawn up runway. High point seems like a people temple compared with a nature 
temple.
Alan - Strongest experience on High Ridge, where he felt great joy. Also 
joy in the Bay. head was spinning in the Park. Calm round the Community Centre and 
Hall. Field was a jumble. Woods felt sadness and sickness.  Neglected and sad where 
runways meet.
Jacqui - Agitated when we began. In Cullerne feeling of peace at the 
order. Felt unsafe on the beach. Some parts of the Dunes felt unhappy - different in 
different places. Last hollow was very beautiful - like Temple - felt awe, still and 
respectful.
Kathleen - Dunelands felt like a heart centre or a womb with lots of natural 
gateways. In the woods felt like a great place to build.
Margot - It's an expanded heart. (Dunes ) If you come here it's to be blessed 
and opened. If you chose to live here you need to have made a conscious choice to be a 
part of nature. In Park felt dizzy, fragmented and jangled, Behind Hall felt compulsion to 
lie on the ground and connect to the earth. Felt peace in the woods (even though they 
are sick) Central Mound of Dunes like great Sun temple. Appalled at Park entrance.
Durten - Integration and Expectancy main feelings. Widerness and expansion 
on ridge. From Hall to the sea there is a sacred space for connecting. Looking at quiet 
garden and Pine Ridge without caravans - Oak tree area very special. Caravan Park has 
so much potential. Hall is incomplete - area has to be completed with caretaking.
Don - Overall impression was of sky, trees and ground (feels solid)
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Central Hill is very special.
Patrick - Angry because of what the pace said about "us" - Unwelcoming 
entrance, cars lying on the runway; "crap" round the Dunes land, which has been owned 
for 9 years. Why is the rubbish still there? What does that say about our energy? High 
point in Dunes is saying "I want to sit there".  Fire pit speaks of ceremony and this place 
(marquee site) speaks of dancing. The runway provides a connection and transition from 
Cullerne to the rest.
 
In this first meeting if we are able to truly open our hearts we are often able to hear 
something of the true essence of the places we are in. The remarkable congruence of 
experience of the different participants affirm this eg Feelings of serenity and peace in 
the Dunes, Pain of the road, Disconnected jumble of Park, Freedom of Bay, Happiness 
of Gorse. If we are to continue the journey with the same rigour one applies to the 
meditative life these experiences will come back on a much deeper level later on in such 
a way that we can know it is not our own subjective mood that is doing the feeling but 
rather that our personal feelings have been cleansed and become transformed into a 
"subjective " organ of perception within which is revealed an objective truth of the world. 
(See map of Journey of the Participative Listening Process)  This is then the moment 
when "Consensus" arises.

Consensus is not an outer agreeing with something someone has said, where some 
people might feel they have been obliged to surrender their own personal experience. 
Rather it is a deeply empowering process, where every individual perceives the same 
spiritual reality in their own unique way and yet recognises that the reality being 
perceived by the other person is the same as that which they can see themselves albeit 
through slightly different spectacles.  Working in a group in the way we have attempted 
here is a demanding and difficult, but profoundly meaningful way of approaching the 
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Being of a Place in all humility. If we have not reached consensus in the way described 
here the way to it is not to argue or to seek for compromise, but to go within and search 
in one's own soul if there is something inhibiting the pure perception of the other Do I 
have a vested interest which might be driving my opinion? Am I really able to open 
myself up or is there some irritation or emotion blocking me?
If we can manage to do this then each person will be able to own and say for themselves 
where the dissonance might be coming from.

Dividing the study area up into manageable compartments

After the silent walk and the sharing of our first Impressions of meeting the land, we 
divided the whole area up into 12 compartments, each study area to be shared by two 
people. Individuals chose their areas of study (through a wide variety of motives!) and 
pairs formed very quickly. The first half of the afternoon was spent exploring taking 
notes, mapping and drawing the study areas outside. – Practically doing “Exact sense 
perception” in Goethe’s words to really find out and then share with the others exactly 
what is there now.

The sharing of these observations helps every participant to build up a wider 
picture of the whole area as each starts to see the “own” area in the context of the whole. 
We also deliberately overlapped all the study areas and encouraged each pair to look 
onto the neighbours’ area and into their own from the neighbouring areas i.e. we were 
continuously crossing and dissolving boundaries as we worked.

The second part of the afternoon was to share the Physical facts of the chosen 12 
places:- 

(Brief descriptions of each place are noted and examples of visual representations of this 
mode of observation inserted in the text)
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Sharing the Physical Body of Chosen Places

1) Don Four views from (1) out and view of plantation over trees new 
planted.

Davina Bounded by track on four sides – Covered in whin and some pines self-
seeded.
To W. and S. solid gorse. Open over to W. and to E. trees of Wilkie’s 
Wood.
N. open area with trees around.
This is the corner where woods the Dunes.

(2) Lothar and Kathleen
Lowest point of the whole site. From here there are seven paths – some 
into the wood. Heathers beside paths and self-seeded pines. Central 
patch dense gorse.
Along path to concrete - wild roses.
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Beginning of area full of rubbish. Three paths leading to boundary. The 
boundary is very permeable.

(3) Craig and Alan
Woodland. Three sides fence bounded. Scots Pine and Corsican Pine, with 
grass underneath, brambles, nettle, briar, mixed native plants and exotic 
shrubs.
Grass all over.
Holly seedlings throughout. Nissen hut and air raid shelter.
Path comes in and another from the hall.
Broken fence to caravans - empty caravan site. Scots Pine and Lodge pole 
pines.
Also Eucalyptus. Gorse on W. side and big hill in the middle.

Craig View from inside the forest out or the same as from the outside in – its very 
dense. Appears as a wall from the runway. All caravans have planted their 
own trees - all individual and no coherence! Light is moving into wood. 
Feels sheltered.

(4) Cornelia and Howard
Runway - Car park 14m x 36m - concrete and patched, 22 bays.
E. side kerbstones - Scots Pine (10-12m high).
W. side post and rails with wire and different low shrubs. Dense forest 
behind and further N.
Runway goes whoosh - Cars in front of everything. Deer fence at the 

top.
S. end of foundation sanctuary pine ridge road.

(5) Wolo and Elizabeth
Back of the hall - Gorse and Broom clumps. Open in front of hall. Scots 
Pines are prominent. Very diverse plants. Caravan bases on runway. Huge 
tree on runway. Lots of building materials. View N. and view of hall.

(6) Jacqui and Sally
Cullerne garden gate to S.W. and Dunes to E. and N. 
Strong concrete with pine tree. Wire in piles.
Triangle by Tor Avon - Lichen on the floor and high fence (is like prison)
View into dunes - sandy/stony hillocks.

Jacqui Small hillock 63 paces from pine is very special.
There is a natural floor from the garden gate into the Dunes.

(7) Gelda and Elfi
Cullerne Boundary – Typical Duneland flora and fauna - dense gorse full of 
wild life. Real nature corner with lots of birds. Degraded lichen beds below 
– (they have been walked on too much and are full of dog turds). Two 
shell ducks circling.
Views into centre towards Hall.

(8) Durten and Margo
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From the highest point - Views of the hall and firth and mountains 
behind.

Broken stone on top on undulating path.
Nearer to Cullerne more species of trees. (Elder, briar, gorse/heather).
Undulating view to N. and S. High place the only where the sea can be 
seen in both directions.
Lots more trees to E. side of big hollow.

(9) Patrick and Mo
Pictorial plan – showing  ¼ acre concrete.
Whisky barrels. Broken concrete, logs, store, edge of the forest and 
imported cultivated plants (Forget-me-not, flowering currants, 

daffodils, wood chips and compost heaps. Self-seeded pines and lots of 
gorse .

Vehicle tracks on path. To W. is hollow with mosses and lichens.
Heap of rusted iron in gorse. To E. moss and lichen. To N. the path is 
dominated by gorse bushes on the horizon. Very small flowers on the 
ground.
Hugh volumes of imported material - several 100 tons of top soil has been 
put here.
Brush, logs, wood chips. Two vistas - down the runway to Phoenix, and the 
other is up to high dune ridge.  85% of the panorama is gorse.

(10) Christopher and Mary 
Long valley - path through four rooms. 1) Nursery room with young pines 2) 
thirsty room – mainly fine sand and gravel on the bottom.
Path goes up onto the ridge and into Cullerne. Valley goes on level to a 

third room.
Solid wall of gorse to N.
Fourth room – called the magic room with lichens, heather and mosses - 

very contained.
Third room - less used path into Comfort (and quiet) room - lichen and 
heather mix, with gorse coming through. Rabbits burrowing in. This room is 
in transition to gorse – (borders Gelda and Elfi to W.)  

(11) Barbara and Joan
Ridge in centre. Natural divide in middle. Joan looked at path up to the high 
point round pine trees lots  of self-seeded pine trees below.
Facing hall is an empty area with lichen.
Barbara looked at – view of the fire pit area. - W. end. Fire pit is in direct 

alignment to hall.

(12) Bill and Sam
Central area. Made an aerial map first.
Lots of room - fire pit and dancing green.
Stony path to hidden triangle.
Amazing amount of imported material in an unnatural state to E.. Hidden 
valley to the back of the runway. 
Edge of the runway to the dancing green and fire pit - raised area with 

compost and huge piles of rubbish.
(Patrick and Mo overlap)
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May 2nd Evening Session in Universal Hall

Workshop participants were seated in the central space of the hall and the “wider 
community” as in a fishbowl round three sides.
Bill opened the evening with an attunement.
Following Bill’s attunement Margaret told what we did during the day and emphasised 
the two very different ways of meeting the land which we had practised:
Listening with an open heart to the landscape we were passing through in silence and
Exactly recording mapping and monitoring with all our senses what is there now.
 
Four people presented examples of the Open hearted listening:

Margot  The High Dune Ridge is a place to receive spirit.

Patrick Shared his strong feelings of anger that "things are not how I want them to 
be."  The entrance to the Park is not reflecting that this is a place of inspiration.  The top 
of the runway says "The car is King!".  Unfunctional fences and wire mess say the "we 
don't care about this"
Inside the Magic Triangle at the rainbow tree he felt still, focussed and central - looked 
down on a rich natural space with a strong connection with the Universal Hall.

Allan It was a walk op mixed emotions. - Joy and freedom on the High Dune 
Ridge. The road severs experience. Joy and freedom again in the Bay. Crossing the 
road again led to feelings of dissolution and non-cohesiveness.  In the woods was 
biological impoverishment and then relief to be back in the dunes.

Durten It was new for her the feeling that the village green was asking to be 
embraced by a Village - something is missing!
When she first came here the little oak tree showed uneven growth but it has grown 
whole since then.
The back of the Hall feels like it needs embracing
The runway needs care and guardianship - the piece of broken gravestone was a symbol 
of the need.
High Dune Ridge is a threshold.

1) Bill Henderson summarised Alex’s geological description of the area (see appendix 
for details in full).

2) Johnathon Caddy gave a very lively talk about the ecological succession of the 
Dunes (both sand and gravel areas) followed by a description of the social history 
up until the time of the R.A.F. (see appendix for fuller version from August 2005 
Workshop).

3) Mari Hollander then took us further with slides of the development of Findhorn 
Foundation land since the R.A.F. had requisitioned it and then sold it on after the 
war.

This very living sequence of talks took us through the evolution of the Duneland, which 
was the subject of our “Listening” study, within a wider context, both special and 
historical.

Following a brief discussion with members of the wider community, the workshop 
participants were invited to:-      
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Take the stream of time into sleep - view your place through the stream of time.
Let it go and be aware of what comes back in the morning.
Wed 3rd May  Living into the Stream of Time

In the morning the question “What came of the night?” was posed.

We then rebuilt the history together - edges, money/land etc.

(Short after lunch - dream and share)   -   then Dorothy 4 - 5 p.m.

What came out of the night?

Craig Waves of human habitation. Short history of community they're in a 
seasonal wave of habitation. Early on - herbaceous border and boxes were 
set in RAF mess and now the boxes are going and higgledy, piggledy 
development takes over.
Therefore second wave of Findhorn is being entering into as the remnants 
of the first wave degrade and fall apart.

Howard Has not seen Bag End since 1991. Now he can't photograph because of 
the trees. Then was raw. This place has been hammered by the R.A.F. 
Bag End encouraged him as a series of real places.

Don People are critical of Field of Dreams. He thinks in 10 years it will be 
different, once the vegetation has grown.

Barbara Aware of Celtic spirit of 2nd May

Margot Strong sense of anchorites on the high dune ridge - a place where people 
go to deepen their awareness of the spirit 

Davina Woke with strong feeling of the NW corner of head and heart 
consciousness in nature spirits and deves - "can't someone move the tree 
tubes?". "Can't people just remove the wire?" We are the the hands and feet 
of the Divine.

Gelda Following Davina with her dream - she was at a meeting in the hall 
disturbed by a high pitched screaming in head. She left the meeting and 
was on the edge of the Dunes system. When she got home the fire brigades 
was their. She went inside but there was no fire. Both alarm bells were 
ringing. 

Durten Waking image - In the Dunes were moving closer to the sea The sea was 
like a big lizard trying to move towards the dunes - the empty space would 
collapse any minute.

Elfi Was in school with homework about her body and the different parts. She 
had to go into the different parts of the body to find the inner picture.

Sally Suffering from palpitations and felt black
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Felt respect for the way the Foundation has been built

Margot Legacy of clearances in the land  vision of the possibility to restore 
something of the little clachans.

Mary Feeling from last night of managing the pace of change. Flow was 
represented by ecology and pioneering species. Gorse is part of the flow. 
Gravel and sand species intertwine here

Craig In last 20 years he's had 4 different levels of ownership of his property

Barbara Vision with dream that this land could be held in trust for ever

Craig All he's ever done here is clear up rubbish

Howard Is this project evoking the question to the community about its edges?

Bill What opportunity doe this land offer the whole community as a collective 
"we"? Patrick is working outside the red line.  Duneland is a place where 
people dump stuff

This all lead into a discussion about land ownership, the responsibility of caring for it and 
how clear up the mess.

 
Rebuilding the History between us.

Between us we tried to reconstruct key aspects of the history of the place out of what we 
had heard the previous evening and some interesting gestures appeared:

Compared with other parts of Scotland this land is very young - drift along the coast 
appears and disappears and supports a pioneering community of plants as well as 
people

Mo told us how the Dunes were the back yard and even used as a toilet in the past
The theme of absentee landlords came up and also division of land for personal or 
capital gain.
Findhorn Village has always been a place of pilgrimage - well known as a place for the 
fairies.

Taking the experience of the evolution of the area in its wider context we then all went 
back to focus on the stream of time of our individual areas.
Each pair discussed and explored how to both experience and represent this and came 
back with sequence pictures and short historical descriptions to be shared within the 
group:-  
  

Sharing Time Stream of Individual Places
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(12) Sam -  Connecting all is light and the dark. Don't forget 
the dark.

       Bill -  In the past were mudflats, dunes, random wandering,
R.A.F. dumping.
Keep out and later welcome. Open and shutting is a 

gesture.

(11) Joan and Durten
Gesture is a view. 
Undivided, blown by the wind. Fishing men and 

women move through. Grass growing.
Lichen, military disturbance becomes place for dog 

walking. Big hole in side of mound.

(10) Christopher and Mary
Forming of a room in the Dunes.
Sand and gravel flow. Findhorn as a busy port.
Forming of a Dune with algae etc.. View of Findhorn 

disappears.
Heather and now gorse colonising. Then pines.

(9) Mo and Patrick 
Cusp of runway end and nature begins.
Bronze age people - beakers and arrow heads.
Runway - 1930's economic depression preparation for 
war - economic bliss for people of Findhorn of putting 

down runways. Four inches of concrete put down over 
shingle.

(8) Margo and Durten
Volcanoes, sea and shoreline. Plant life.
Urn and burial of Picts. Celtic monk anchorites. Air-force 

on the look-out. Villagers on the look-out for invaders.
     Durten  Sea is green - constant change and shift  -  also gorse.
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(7) Elfi and Gelda
Shifting sand - blew away - Kinloss - Monks.
Two spiritual traditions - Celtic monks - Cistercians
RAF - Fear of invasion and camouflage.
"By hard work we reach the stars" - RAF motto!
Openness and closedness is gesture.

     Elfi 1)Bear after ice. Time of war. 3) People  meditating 4) - 
whole area.

(6) Sally and Jacqui
     Sally Gentle feeling of the sea - beginning  - sand,  getting 

plants then  gorse in steady stream - very gentle and very 
slow.

Strong planes into place. Children love the area in corner.
     Jacqui Division of Cullerne - Dunes.

(5) Wolodomyr and Elizabeth
Openness of the sky and light on sand - Up to 1900 - 

Reflections of openness and light.
Then decreasing and defining of space. 1940 - Air base
put down runways for war - led to dislocation.
Caledonia drawn from runway into building - very open 

and then Hall - now in trees produced open space 
behind the Hall.

(4) Howard and Cornelia
Researched edges - Shifting sand and beach edge.
10,000 - 1,800
Drove road at edge of people - Moo and whoosh E. - W.
1939 - Crank/out - strong angle of < of N.S. - ouch!
1950's - Keep out and beginning of plantation.
1997 - Cars waiting for car-park. Whoosh and crank of 

runway.
Now abused again by parking again. Sense of insult to 

E.W. line.

(3) Alan and Craig
     Alan Huge natural elemental forces over long geological and 

ecological time. Ice shaping the land (He used to be in 
the Antarctic) Time under ice pressure - we are still 
recovering.

1960's we scratch the surface - woods - sense of shelter 
and space.

     Craig Wood - is closed in and cold.
Rainbow tree looking back at the wood. 
Volcanic rocks - water and ice.
Sand dunes used to be visible form down here. Then trees 

came very fast. 
Edge is remains of old caravan places.

(2) Kathleen and Lothar
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Ice, water, sand repetition and then R.A.F.. Fence to 
protect pine ridge.

7 crossroads in dip - Here is to and fro.
     Lothar 1940's, 60's, 80's Fence to protect trees first growth, 

caravans disappear.
Then fence down leading to permeable boundary.

(1) Davina and Don
Until the last century people lived in harmony.
Plants unifying force and fire was destructive.
 In N.E. corner

     Don 10,000 years -  Aware of fragility of the whole area and 
human input in that time.

Explaining the hidden gestures further:-

Cornelia - Human in all harshness and contradictoriness. Dunes 
have settled. Pendulum between aggressive cutting 

acrossand rightness progression.

Sally - Gentle creeping lichen and then gorse and trees. Human 
interaction very similar e.g. R.A.F. and gorse.

Margot - "Per ardua ad astra"  Know that any structure will be impermanent
This is a place to journey from. 

Mary - Physical edge, geological boundaries, spiritual edges. 
Geological flow.  Human inheritance of mutability. 

Divided fixed bounds let different cultures merge.
Ebb and flow. Open and close.
Fixed permanence - fences - strong human interaction or 

it will just drift - but what is being protected?
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Margot - Place to learn of independence, transience, ultimate place 
to journey to stars - a runway.

Elizabeth - Feels part of cosmic essence.
Alignment needs to be firmly recognised and 

acknowledged. Something is slightly askew - needs to be 
righted.

Alan - Transience/movement only recent.
Progression in colonisation of the land is only now being 

put back on track. Area amongst alignment not settled - 
this land which is to allow journey to continue. R.A.F.  
needs place of resolution.

Cornelia - Welcome.
Use of land - has to settle hills of past.
Healing like in an embrace.

Margo t - Alignment of selves. Dorothy's plea to be or not in 
alignment with co-creation.  Soften and shift and subtle 

movement. Gorse coming through skin. Guardianship 
needed (R.A.F. seen as such).  Gorse is guardian.

Mo - Railway would have come across here (through 
Shambala).

Joan - Surrendering Ego - don't know how we can move from 
old paradigm.

Kathleen - Theme of transitions - lot of people come here in transition,
 pause, reflect and move on.

Bill - Similar either/or. Fire pit - mix of energy centre - Rising 
up and gut wrenching hand ripping entrails out of the 

earth .

Elfi - Connection from highest point in sky, from planets into 
depth of the earth and also energy from below up. All 

other beings are involved that create and send this all 
over the earth.

Underneath is a huge power place like a crystal protected 
by beings that rest there and because of this we must not 

build here.

Gelda - During meditation Youth said - don't build.
Whole landscape like an elemental battle ground.
Gorse fire is awesome - like a phoenix. Gorse 

regenerates. Have to go into ground to see the beauty. 
(into small world).

Howard - Incensed by runway shooting across lateral movement. 
He was protecting this is an important energy. It is an 

entry. Need to give back what was there before. Slow 
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people down and get rid of speed as a 
threshold. It is a orientation point.

Dorothy joined us at this point. We had generated many questions and a general 
discussion about how to heal the land and allow humans to be the hands and feet of 
something higher ensued.

How do we get the alignments right.

Dorothy spoke about the beginning of the Findhorn Foundation when their bungalow sat 
on a rubbish dump. There was a good relationship with the air-force.
Behind the Hall was the first plot of land. They came and picked up stones there.
She spoke of the power of humans if they act out of their God-self, - also how we can co-
create with the energy of the wild even in a city if we choose.
Craig spoke about the difficult time after the founders left - how they did not know what to 
do.

Now the question is how to connect the soul of humanity to the soul of Gaia.

Wolo - The focus here is to bring our new awareness to the point where what Nature 
wants to tell us is revealed. We peel away the layers until she speaks to us, we can help 
each other as the group now.

Our next step, having entered into the time process of the place is to understand the 
Spiritual Intention of the Findhorn Foundation as the star under which all the 
development in recent years has taken place, and also the spiritual intention of Duneland 
Ltd. the company which owns the Dunes. 

Evening Meeting Wednesday 3rd May

Sharing of our process so Far

Margaret showed on the map what we did today and how far we have come on our 
journey.
The following participants demonstrated their examples of the stream of time:

Gelda, Cornelia, Lothar, Wolo, Alan and Mo 

There then followed three presentations in order to bring us a picture of the Spiritual 
foundation of the place we were in ie. a wider context on another level than the physical.

Dorothy Maclean How did the Findhorn Foundation Begin and what 
was the Spiritual Impulse behind it?

We were 3 ordinary people. They spent 10 years making connections with inner spirits – 
landed within the caravan park (no jobs). Dole not enough.

Dorothy was told she had just to commune with Nature (using her inner guidance), 
eventually she did it and they used help in this to grow garden.

They realised they had come to do a job for whole Planet to awaken spiritual intentions 
of humanity in 2 directions

1) Inner God }This is the vital body
2) Intelligence of Nature
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The intelligence of Nature can tell us what to do. We all want to help the planet. If we 
love Nature. More is needed. Findhorn Foundation has tried.
There are People who get conscious of God via Nature. She does the opposite.
We need to develop a deeper planetary awareness – try and praise the universal 
presence of God . If this is in all humans we can come to true Gaian new consciousness. 
We have the choice.
If we tune into God we can ask what to do and commit  something  to life around us.
We draw own inner nature, we can plant trees, listen to land with no pre-conception. This 
is the equivalent to awakening joy, love, consciousness in which all nature lives. Nature 
won’t tell us how many houses to build etc but will tell us how to do it in harmony.
Work with respect is not same as a co-creation partnership -  as to co-create from the 
point of view of nature.
Nature has ideas and solutions we never dream of.
We need to set aside the rational mind, allow something else to speak, to set aside pre-
concepts about what we think is best.
Having received a communication, then apply it mindfully to what we do.
The Landscape Angel is a most helpful being – working on behalf of  Gaia and is 
responsible for all life in each area.
Its task is the helpful development of centre.
Findhorn Foundation not only stands for the reality of inner work, but is also there to 
midwife human Gaian  consciousness uniting the power of humanity with Nature in one. 
Findhorn Foundation has done so much so far – can it do more?
There is recognition of the accuracy of this connection.
A community can fulfil the roles open to it. People are drawn to it because of its spiritual 
centre.

Questions
Does Landscape Angel say anything about Duneland project?-
No, I haven’t asked it                Will you?         No answer.

Craig - if we can reach this place in ourselves as a practical person, Nature can inform 
him what to build with and how to build it. 

DM Instruction is our God-self that tells us what to do.

Elizabeth Tomberg - The Findhorn Foundation since Dorothy, Eileen 
and Peter stopped directing . 

Offers space to ordinary people to come and experience sanctuaries and core practices 
the founders started.

Eileen was a deeply listening person, listens to Gods voice and follows it
Pete had a strong and trusted intuition, having done spiritual work

These methods are offered to all who come here. Who and what is developed is as 
varied as the people themselves.
It is one big family – mother and father and Auntie Dorothy. They have developed their 
own ways but all rest on same Foundation.
In community they do core work of welcoming, do ordinary tasks. Every day and allow 
the extraordinary to arrive.
Many small businesses have developed here now – all have same family roots.
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Each person has a different and distinct spiritual path.
This interest, diversity and difference in expression is the core of the community} this 
makes it difficult to grasp for neighbours.
This is unity in diversity
Findhorn Peninsula is recognised by very many people not only Foundation.
Children and grand children come back to get this.
This is everywhere here – how this is honoured and worked with is their way.

Bill Henderson   -   Managing Director of Duneland    -   The spiritual Intention of 
Duneland Ltd..

Duneland is paying for this. Part of Process for consultants.
Intention and Raisin‘d’etre of the company.
1997 – Wilkie Estate  was sold – Wilkie’s nieces and their husbands negotiated with 
Findhorn Foundation.
They had 30 days to raise money. The Findhorn Foundation did not want to buy.
A company was set up to buy all the land - east to air base and W. to back road to 
beach.
Objectives of Company
� Ensure conservation of the Dunes.
� Ensure public access to Dunes.
� To provide protection needed as a buffer between Dunes and Findhorn Foundation.
� To enable development of eco village project of Findhorn Foundation to achieve full 

potential by linking different parcels of land. (Commitment to work with park 
development plan)

� To achieve some level of return to investors through development person.
9 years so far and no return so far
Investment is to ensure right future of the land

Company Structure – Private Co Ltd. by shares
- 8 directors then 3 then 5
- structure remains until grant of outline planning permission

They are not a development company. How land is developed is open 

Financial ethos:-
x Serve needs of community (and guardianship of land)
x Social enterprise with profit not driving force
x But a clear need to safeguard shareholders investment
x Return to investors capped by agreement
x Additional value in land is asset value to be used to benefit community
x Shareholders given first option to buy land
x Planning application will only follow community planning process over several 

months

Actions
1999 – 165 acres given to Findhorn Dunes Trust
         -  300+ trees planted
         - access rights through Findhorn Foundation - FF agreed
         - Secured a way to leave Findhorn Foundation and Cullerne 
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         - Clearance of windblown trees
         - Moray Council Dev. Plan
         - Listening to Land I - done August 2005
         - Findhorn Hinterland group – 100 acres Jan 2006
         - Wider community help to manage future of land.

On Moray Plan  High Dune Ridge defined area – Look N. There is one  
Master Plan is for whole land

Conclusion
It is a company with conservation and development purposes
- Action has been primarily conservation eg. gorse
- Need to focus a development of Magic Triangle
- Opportunity to readjust distribution of land on park as a whole
-What opportunities can this land offer
-Importance of community planning process to wider planning process

Finally all the wishes and desires were read out ( See appendix of Wishes and Desires) 
and the task was given to workshop participants:-

Try and imagine you are your place. Are you feeling complete and fulfilled. Does 
your integrity watch with the intention of the star of Findhorn?  Does what is happening 
within you fit to the intention of Duneland Ltd?  

With these two spiritual intentions as stars voice of the land inside you invite any 
of the wishes and desires in order to make it more of what it is. 

Dwell on this before you go to sleep. Let your feelings come in again and listen 
carefully to what is genuine?  Let it go and see what comes back as an echo in the 
morning.

Thursday 4th May -  Experiencing the Gesture of the Place - The Genius Loci

Or aim in this part of our process is to share what the land has spoken within us and then 
to try and act as advocates for the land - we have achieved a level of subjective 
objectivity. 
Listen very carefully to your inner voice - as Dorothy said yesterday. "the intention is our  
God - self that tells us what to do". Only you can judge that.
So examine your motives - What is driving your intentions? What is being spoken 
through any personal agenda by the land - of itself.
There are two filters or points of reference to use in what we want to express:-

Who is speaking? If not God-self then go deeper within until the spirit in the land 
speaks.

Margaret spelled out journey (see above, where we have got to so far and the next 3 
steps) and its origin - with reference to Goethe and Rudolf Steiner in map.

In all this work with nature, it is not Nature who can decide; reveal her laws - only that 
intelligence within us which we hold in common with Her (the Divine within) can reveal 
Her secrets. In other words, the inner laws of Nature are revealed by our selfless self 
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within us. When the inner voice of the outer world resonates with that truth which 
corresponds within, this constitutes a true communion.

This is what I understand as Intuition, with a big 'I' I have "become one with" 
something or someone. 
So you have a kind of filter within yourself, which if you have "become one with", and 
heard Her speak you may then feel empowered to act as advocate for Nature.

We are also being asked in this role to have another filter here. Now we have two filters 
through which to access, sift and receive (or not) the wishes and desires of the members 
of the community including Dunelands Directors and shareholders.
The first filter is the star of the Findhorn Foundation and the second the spiritual  
intention of Duneland Ltd. 
Duneland Ltd. acting as mediator custodians who have employed us, is a company 
which has sufficiently broad remit to encompass all that was spoken last night and which 
has been written down on the little cards or comments boards.

Duneland Ltd. is not a development company but is mediating the next step 
towards that development so two things need to be held in consciousness when 
sharing:-

1. When you speak it does not help to say "Do not build" only. If your place is not 
asking for activity by saying it does not want buildings there you will need to find 
what it does want and to clothe that in a positive and practical developmental 
intention - that can fit with the neighbours. Also how it can be actually protected - 
cared for in co-creation with Nature.

2. If your place is asking for some kind of man made development (houses, car 
parks, temples) think about the infra-structure necessary to bring that about and 
the consequences to the neighbouring land. There is no point in proposing 
building and people inhabitation in a place where all around you there are places 
which need to be growing wilderness unless it is very carefully embedded there. If 
you are proposing building think about how to protect the neighbouring land from 
the side effects of human habitation and also the impact of infra-structure 
installation before building (e.g. earthships).

Having become one with my place under the umbrella of the two stars what can I allow 
to grow in me through what it has said to me of itself, and anything of the wishes and 
desires we have heard?
 
You have three minutes to enter again into your place - explore it all over and ask for 
help to connect to the land there. Live yourself into the living biography and let it flow on 
into the future with both filters on.
Share very lightly and be sure you can embed your speaking in the true Being of this 
place - 'Ask yourself am I really being an advocate or am I operating out of a selfish or 
hidden motive?' i.e. what is my bias? This applies as much to so-called Eco-freaks as to 
shareholders?

Share Lightly

(11) Don - Intuition buried too deep. First very light sharing
Davina - Keep overgrown quality and passage through. Buildings 

are O.K. here but should reflect holiness of the place.
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(2) Kathleen - two thoughts - Way out and way in and walking 
lightly on the land.

Lothar - Place acting as entry into site and damage to 
runway is inviting buildings and actions.

(3) Alan - Woke at dawn - working with feminine energy, 
nurturing power led to work with sheltering houses - 

over boundary.
Craig - Who are you? is Deep ecology - "I'm a pine plantation", 

which tree would surrender?

(4) Cornelia - Waking dreams connecting Park to Cullerne.
Entrance all about integration and the quality of 

conscious entrance and sacred protection - needs a form 
that allows this.
Howard - At "Stop worrying" sign - drop pebble for 20 - 30 

metres - radius is a core orientation point for Findhorn 
Foundation. He has ordered an urban piazza.

(5) Elizabeth - Disorientated on awakening. Got Morvern power 
point and Cluny Hill power point. Hall is on axis. 

Address me with myself as centre point.
Wolo - In space behind room of Hall - Is asking for something 

to happen which addresses Bill and Sam's site.

(6) S.W. corner
Jacqui - Exhausted - confused and unsure. Land is saying it 

wants something to happen but what?
Sally - Rational mind focused on Youth but Medieval gardens 

and artisans forming a connection to Cullerne with 
"going back to basics" small studies.

(7) Gelda - Do we see the land as sacred or not? She saw a
temple of ecological succession = to be used as 
teaching tool for Deep Ecology. Ground rules for 

orientation are very important.
Elfi - Pay attention. The New Age is coming.  Trust in yourself 

while going forward.

(8) Margo - Difficult to settle mentally. Awoke with Being the Body 
- say "Let it Be". Earth temple with dreaming huts - 

Place to come and give reverence to earth.
Durten - Shelter from elements - simplicity and minimalistic 

building on S. facing side.          
     

(9) Patrick - Storage and thoroughfare and threshold.
Concrete pad - garage, storage. Soften round about - not 

for dumping. Major threshold from concrete into 
Dunes - Need for care of land. His attention 

was drawn out of area towards entrance to the Park, a 
strange fence at entrance to car park area.

Mo - Gateway without fences to "symbolise meeting/greeting 
place. Temple is already there. Shelters in banks like 

hermit retreats. Nothing above horizon. Let Nature 
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recover. Concrete is  storage area and is happy. 
Glorious gorse, without gorse, what would you smell?.

Pine trees at N. end.

(10) E.W. valley
Mary - Night of stressed dreams after listing all the buildings in 

the mind's eye. N. side speaking (?) "You know deep 
peace does not come from war".
Christopher -Awoke with feelings of reverie. Time - This is not a part 

we need to think about now especially third room which 
his body most identified with. Invited relatively 

minimal intervention. Needed sandstone flags in 
pathway so feet don't spread over lichen and then thirsty 
room could re-generate.

Beginning of slopes - terracing with sandstone - 
Permaculture and organic growing - (it is an unlikely 

place for production - organic or not).
Minimal small build among garden as retreat place?

(11) Ridge and High Point
Joan - High view point - Build up a structure for view / 
meditation. (? cob theatre.)
Barbara - Outrage that Military move in, trash it and move on. 

Sacred place needs to respond to request for singing. 
sanctuary Earthship in E.S. aspect?

(12) Central Area
Sam - Community space.
Bill - Very diverse area. Corner of runway  at junction very 

important. Community building and housing there?
Fire pit and over ridge - what can happen there? 

How can area on edge of middle space - leave alone and 
use consciously. 

Dreaming the Future and Sharing Details for the future development

At the first light sharing of gestures revealed, we invited everyone to discuss with the 
neighbours and then come back and share again having taken the first ideas to the land 
itself. The future was dreamed out of the past under the stars of Findhorn Foundation 
and Duneland, bearing in mind the wishes and desires we had heard.

Second Sharing after Time Outside 

(4) Cornelia & Howard 
- Entrance - Remove printers - open up to Universal Hall. 

Piazza  in notional circle with tongues from beech hedge and forest.
Concept - outer interaction with  public and guests is from the south.
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Rest to North is car light (former to block off Dunelands) Road is 
deviated through wood. Building on central runway - Community 
centre and commercial.

Then dense village street with courtyard gardens round Hill of 
Caledonia and another over co-housing unit. This takes care of third of 
housing need and protect dancing green behind.

Woodland car park in wood.

(3) Craig and Alan 
- Wilkies Wood - Units of housing in wood (among trees). 

Counter to tree group opinion. House in current turning bay. Path from 
Pine Ridge to link up. Forest could be 50 - 75 % thinned - lighten 
wood.

Use timber felled to build some of houses.
Development to follow contours. Not on high point.
Shelter very important to preserve. Trees inside spindly - take out 

some.

(5) Wolo and Elizabeth -
Room very difficult.
Extend Hall - red. Music sounding and/or dancing Hall to right with 

Community building and housing beside runway, pathway leading to fire 
pit, social space.

(12) Bill and Sam - Got derailed by other activities.
Axis from hall. Narrow runway acting as axis corridor. - take up or 

build or plant . High place needed reinforcement e.g. meditation place - 
(? Nicolette structure from last time).

Community building on corner of two runways.
Housing on edge of runway!! Between dancing space and runway.
Behind community centre - extend building for 2 stories - something 
touched into high point. Something to lead into special place.
? Water and low housing on N.W. side. Building beside trees on 

Activity space. Fire pit - gathering space. Needs focused management. 
We need to decide to manage it now.

(11) Amphitheatre on bank behind. 
Rainbow tree as tall space - High building - quiet reflective space.
Shoulder of hill abuts Mo and Patrick's area - housing here.
Access to performance area via runway.

(6) Sally and Jacqui - low statement on edge of mounds.
Sacred quiet place melts into quietness via :-
Craftsmen/artisans space with lichen and  pebbly land behind.
People to live in low density housing behind and gardens from behind.
This must be simple and basic. Hobbit holes in gorse(?).
Toravon forest edge - very small craft studies.
Lichen corner must be protected for little children.

(7) Gelda and Elfi
When she went to power point her voice come back. This is about 

expression for creatures who do not have a voice. Leave as Holy place - 
of freedom and feminine quality. (Build in Cullerne?)

Concentration of human population and balancing opposite on other side 
= Place of quiet and contemplation and deep listening = large 
designated quiet place.
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Male and female qualities of the area. Cullerne is mother earth, soft 
receptive, along with Nature. Next door to food area is 

answered on other side by masculine (e.g. Ribbon Tree).
Viewing area over the whole Moray Firth = connection to whole and to 

stars.
Don’t put anything here. Strengthen life within form and 

support ecosystem.
There could be ecological pilgrimage through here for education.

     Elfi - Their area has a special place. She drew elf / angel with quality of Maria 
Magdalena. 

Surround with garden design. (garden space for Scottish  plants, tree is 
area of expressing (geomantic karmic temple)) Don’t do anything there 
except low impact walkways. 

(10) Mary and Christopher - Corridor.
Consequences for access too large. End rooms in danger of becoming a 

thoroughfare - acknowledged route through, but create a path.
"Comfort room" - Hermitage feel gate keeper image - make sure not a 

full  thoroughfare
Entrance to it marked by planting.
Nursery room with landscape gesture.
Terracing and gardening could come here later but - not an 

economic reality.
Bring in broken sandstone flags - demarcation path through and no 

vegetables??
(Park for development first) Comfort room - don’t interfere except for 

managing - it is to be discovered.

(8) Durten and Margo
   Durten - Don’t put any structures here - Is connection to Firth.

This is "no change" zone - look across to Hall.
"Not yet" resonates for her in relation to S. side.
Straightness of path to highest point disturbs but how to change?

   Margot - ? Hermitage places - (was her idea) but places are already there are 
chambers of my heart.
"Come see me as I am
 Be with me as I am
 Be as I am
 Wild, gentle, free,
 Come and simply be,
 As you walk on my pathways,
 You are the blood in my veins,
 As I quicken the blood in yours,
 Come, revive, refresh, come rest come,
 Nestle in the chambers of my heart". 

(1) Don and Davina
Monastic units - minimalistic retreat accommodation - built into bank.
Trees down the edge are alien. Land said - "plant native trees".
Later - not their fault later. Natural materials and simple. Long, low 

buildings with high spec. (ref. Holy Island cells on Arran)
Lots of stone terraces. Sponsor needed to build this.
Toilet, accommodation block and meeting room at the bottom.
Wild area below.

(2) Kathleen and Lothar 
Small houses. Behind is co-housing to replace caravans.
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Clear link path to road on Pine Ridge W.
Corner as buffer is self-seeded tree island. Boardwalk / path to dunes.
Valley on corner - simple one room housing.

 Further S. - communication to 3 - Co-housing and affordable housing, 
very low impact round edge of wood.

Large area very flat next to gorse - could take larger building - e.g. 6 - 
8 apartments in area 2 buildings.

Open up views to Sea.
(9) Patrick and Mo
   Use spoil to flatten round the back of the dance 

area. 
N. to S. - Artificial ridge to protect dance area.
Structure and offices. Buildings on runway side close to "pub".
Thin wood to lighten.
Remember Hill must be quiet - build cultivated gardens at foot of Hill.
Gateway to wild from urban.
gateway / demarcation to show beyond edge of concrete you are in 

another place - "step lightly on the earth" e.g. gate with stone carving - 
replicate this on other entrances to dunes. Penetrate forest, let light in.   

Summarising the essence and conclusions of the workshop, a site plan was created 
which incorporated as much as possible the ‘wishes and desires’ (see appendix) of the 
wider community which was presented on the 17th May to the workshop participants. This 
has subsequently been substituted by the less defined coloured plan which is included in 
the appendix of Workstages 6/7.

LISTENING TO THE LAND II 
Workshop 1st to 4th May 2006, review 17th May 2006 

APPENDIX OF WORKSTAGES 6/7
GROWING IDEAS/ OUTLINE OF PROPOSED LAND DEVELOPMENT

The essence and conclusions of the ‘Listening to the Land’ workshop are drawn together 
and summarised in more general terms in this accompanying appendix.  

The general gesture of the land development proposal for the magic triangle was shared 
and discussed with the working group at the review meeting on 17th May 2006. Any 
revisions made by the participants for their study room are included in this summary. 
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All original material of the workshop, the workshop report and the appendix will serve as 
a basis to start the design development towards an Outline Planning Application. Gaia 
Architects will conduct this process. 

All material is for study purposes only; all visual material is with kind permission of the 
workshop participants. All original material is enclosed to the workshop report.  

Camphill Architects:  Wolodymyr Radysh, Lothar Radysh-Haasis
Newton Dee, Bieldside, Aberdeen AB15 9DX Tel: 01224 867450  Fax: 01224 867007


